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Despite persistent community protest, works on the Fitzsimons Lane Upgrade, a State Government Major Roads project, is about 
to start. The roadworks will remove the “Eltham Gateway” roundabout and replace it with a multi-laned intersection, a move 
which the State Government is saying will reduce congestion and improve safety. But for locals, the price is too high, with over 
a hundred trees marked for removal. See Page 3 for more details.

Red ribbons of doom
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The WD Bulletin is produced to accompany its main publication, the 
Warrandyte Diary. The WD Bulletin exists to engage and inform our readers 
on the issues that cannot wait until the end of the month, and to connect 
and inform communities across Manningham and Nillumbik.
The WD Bulletin is written with the same passion, community spirit and 
sense of place as you would expect in the Warrandyte Diary.

The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. 
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong 
community character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one 
aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards 
its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary 
carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character 
of the place it serves. The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin reach the 
communities of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park 
Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground, 
Research, Eltham, Donvale, Doncaster and Templestowe.

The WD Bulletin acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands where 
Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation, and pays 
respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and acknowledges 
the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to 
play within our community.  
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the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character 
as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 
1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of 
young painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. 
Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit 
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newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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BY SANDI MILLER
DESPITE COMMUNITY objection, work is about to 
commence on redevelopment of the “Eltham Gateway”, the 
intersection of Fitzsimons Lane with Main Road in Eltham 
and Porter Street in Templestowe.
Contractors BMD Construction are setting up to begin 
construction on the Fitzsimons Lane Major Roads project. 
The project will upgrade key intersections along Fitzsimons 
Lane to reduce congestion, improve safety and provide 
better walking and cycling connections for the 60,000 
people who use it every day.
A statement from Major Roads Projects Victoria (MRPV) 
said that the roundabouts cause delays, which can create 
risks for all road users. 
“People travelling along Fitzsimons Lane will benefit from 
better and safer journeys travelling through these upgraded 
intersections.”
Local activists, Eltham Community Action Group (ECAG) 
have been vocal in their objection to the project.
The group has tied red ribbons around each of the trees 
earmarked for destruction.
They presented the State Government with a 2,900-signature 
petition against the project, calling the works an unnecessary 
overkill, which will see “hundreds” of trees removed in the 
process.
“A massive, signalised intersection (the three roads having 
10, 8 and 8 lanes at the lights) will form an area of bitumen 
and concrete roughly the size of the MCG oval and destroy 

forever our iconic entrance to the Green Wedge Shire,” they 
said in a statement.
ECAG said they commissioned and presented their own 
alternative design that would keep the roundabout and 
many of the trees, but despite agreeing it was as effective 
as the official designs, MRPV rejected the compromise.
The statement from MRPV said following community 
consultation last year it removed two traffic lanes from the 
Eltham approach. 
“We have also removed the bus priority lanes from all 
approaches to reduce the footprint of the Main Road and 
Fitzsimons Lane intersection.
“This change has reduced the number of trees that will be 
impacted, whilst ensuring the community and road users 
will still benefit from reduced congestion and improved 
safety.”
A construction worker who is working on the project 
told the WD Bulletin that he is concerned that lack of 
communications with the public by MRPV will see 
construction workers potentially come into conflict with 
protesters when tree removal begins.
ECAG is urging anyone with concerns about the project to 
visit elthamaction.org.au and write to their local member.
More information about the project plans from MRPV can 
be found at roadprojects.vic.gov.au/projects/fitzsimons-
lane-upgrade

Construction to commence on 
Fitzsimons Lane intersections

Map courtesy MRPV
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BY SANDI MILLER
AS RESIDENTS of Manningham struggle to keep up with 
garden growth caused by above average rainfall during 
this year’s La Niña, Manningham Council has announced 
the indefinite closure of the municipal green waste centre.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Andrew Conlon told WD Bulletin, 
Manningham’s Green Waste Centre has been deemed not to 
be in suitable condition to reopen under current regulatory 
operational requirements. 
“Recent Victorian Government reforms regarding Waste 
Transfer Stations, which includes green organic waste, 
have led to a review of the operations of the Manningham 
Garden Waste Centre. 
“As part of these reforms, the Victorian Government 
released the policy Recycling Victoria — a new economy 
in February 2020 and throughout 2020 a number of new 
reforms were put in place. 
“This included more stringent rules around Waste Transfer 
Stations. 
“We have put a management plan in place and we are 
developing options, which will be considered at a Council 
meeting during 2021,” he said. 
Councillor Conlon said during the year Council has 
minimised the amount of mulch on site at the Garden Waste 
Centre and what is there complies with EPA guidelines. 
He said the site’s closure will not affect Council’s curb-side 
green waste collection as the contractor has always taken 
the waste to the Knox Transfer Station.
Council has, in previous years, provided vouchers for 
residents to take their green waste to the Green Waste 
Centre, however the uptake on this has never been strong.
Cr Conlon said that of the 7,700 residential households in 
the Bushfire Prone Area (BPA) of Manningham, last year 
around 780 people registered for garden waste vouchers.
“In the first nine months of that financial year, which is 
when the green waste centre was open, only 794 vouchers 
were used, and residents were entitled to three each.”
“The problem with the Green Waste Centre and that 
approach is that it relies on people to have a trailer, and a 
lot of people don’t have a trailer and a lot more people don’t 
even have a tow bar,” he said.
However, Cr Conlon said it everyone has a responsibility 
to reduce their risk.
“It does not just protect your own assets, your own house 
and property, it helps protect those around you and those 
around them et cetera, it is about containing the fire,” he 
said.
Council has offered alternative options for residents to 
dispose of excess garden waste, including ordering an 
additional garden waste bin for their properties. 
The additional bin comes at a cost of $125 per year ($2.38 
per week) which is added to the property’s rates. 
Residents can also book a bundled branches collection to 

be collected from their nature strip.
However, he said, this will reduce the number of hard waste 
collections you are entitled to. 
Another alternative is to visit one of the neighbouring waste 
transfer centres in Nillumbik, Knox, Banyule or Whitehorse.
Cr Conlon said he himself took a trailer of waste recently 
to the Whitehorse Transfer Station.
“I had about half of a cage of stuff to get rid of and I couldn’t 
be bothered sticking that gradually into my green bin, I just 
wanted to get rid of it, so I took it down to the Whitehorse 
Transfer station on Burwood Highway.
“It was maybe two-thirds full and they charge you $125 per 
tonne to get rid of it, but they have a minimum charge of 
$50 — so $50 gets you your first 400kg, my trailer came in 
around 230kg.”
He recommends for residents to get a trailer and fill it up as 
much as you can, “and if you are in a position to help out 
your neighbours, then reach out”.
“Go around to a couple of neighbours and look at it as a 
community service to be helping your neighbours to get 
rid of stuff and looking after your own assets.
“So those people with a trailer, if they fill it up as much as 
they can, pretty sure they wouldn’t be over the $50,” he said.  
In fact, Cr Conlon is putting his money where his mouth is.
“I am offering my trailer to people that message me and I 
will actually come around, if they want to contribute the 
$50 to take it to Whitehorse Transfer Station. 
“They can contact me on 0425 732 238 to get in touch.
“I haven’t had anyone take me up yet, I am putting it 
on Facebook — I will say yes, but they may have to wait, 
depending on how many people take me up on it — I think 
it is really important,” he said.
For residents living in the BPA, Council is offering additional 
free garden waste disposal days on Saturday, February 20 
to Sunday, February 28 at local reserves in Warrandyte, 
Donvale, Wonga Park and Park Orchards. 

Green summer creates 
disposal dilemma

Photo courtesy Cr ANDREW CONLON
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Residents must book their disposal session online.
Comments on social media have decried the February 
dates as too late in the season, given that the worst of the 
fire season generally occurs in early February.
However, Cr Conlon pointed out that the disposal days 
are in addition to services provided over weekends in 
November 2020 for residents to reduce fire hazard fuel loads 
on their private properties. 
“This service was also provided following the large storm 
event early in 2020.
“We encourage residents to manage their properties year-
round to prepare for emergencies, including fire, storm 
and flood,” he said. 
As we go to print, the fire danger period has still not 
been declared across CFA District 13, which includes 
Manningham, Yarra Ranges and Maroondah. 
The rest of the state already had the danger period declared 
in December.

A spokesperson for the CFA said that they are constantly 
monitoring conditions across the state and will call 
restrictions into force in District 13 when it is deemed 
necessary.
With temperatures increasing as the year progresses, it may 
only be a matter of days until these restrictions are bought 
in for District 13.
Cr Conlon said despite the lack of restrictions in some areas, 
it is still important to ensure your property is prepared, and 
with large amounts of growth experienced, maintenance 
should be ongoing.
“It is an all year-round thing — fire preparedness is not 
about getting ready at the start of fire season, it is about 
maintaining your property all year round so you don’t have 
to have that big push to try and get rid of stuff in one go”.
Further information to assist residents in preparing 
properties can be found at  
www.manningham.vic.gov.au/prepare-for-an-emergency

BY JAMES POYNER
RESIDENTS of Research received a lesson in the dangers 
of not properly disposing of their waste and recycling 
when they witnessed a small fire outside Research CFA 
Station.
On Wednesday morning, January 13 the driver of a 
garbage truck, collecting recycling, noticed his load had 
caught fire, and proceeded to drive to, and dump its load 
in the Research CFA carpark.
WD Bulletin spoke with Jarrad Bradley, 5th Lieutenant, 
Research CFA about the incident, he provided this 
statement, and picture.

“On Wednesday, January 13, at 07:36, the Research 
CFA brigade received an emergency fire call for a 
truck fire at the Research Fire Station.
Upon arrival at the station, members discovered that 
there was a large pile of rubbish on-fire in the middle 
of the station carpark.
It was quickly ascertained that a local rubbish truck, 
full of recycling refuse, had experienced a small fire 
in the load and had deposited the load into the station 
car park to save the truck and to allow for complete 
extinguishment.
Members safely entered the station and immediately 
deployed the Brigade’s tanker so that the fire could 
be delt with.
Several members used BA [Breathing Apparatus] 
to ensure that the smoke and any possible hazards 
where not a risk.
The fire was soon extinguished and the task of pulling 
the pile apart commenced.
This was to ensure that any embers or smouldering 
debris were out.
The remaining pile was later transferred to a dumpster 
via a bobcat and the rubbish contractor completed the 
disposal and the car park was washed clean.”
Smoke was visible around Research and triggered a 

warning via the VIC Emergency app.
The statement goes on to say.

“While a specific cause of this fire was not apparent, 
these types of fires are usually caused by the incorrect 
disposal of dangerous items in household rubbish 
bins.
Please ensure you check what can and cannot be put 
in your bins.
Particularly dangerous items include hot embers 
and ashes, gas cylinders — including small camping 
type Butane cylinders, and modern rechargeable 
batteries — especially Lithium, phone, laptop and 
LiPo batteries.
Please remember to check what goes into your bins, 
especially the correct disposal of batteries.”
Thanks to the quick thinking of the garbage truck 
driver, and the professionalism of the Research CFA 
volunteers, the events of Wednesday morning were 
quickly contained.
For information on how to properly dispose of e-waste, 
visit your local council’s website. 

Recycling goes up in smoke

Photo: JARRAD BRADLEY
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BY SANDI MILLER
A NEW BULK-BILLING medical practice has opened in 
Warrandyte.
Compass Medical has taken over the practice vacated last 
year by the Warrandyte Medical Group after the sale of the 
building at 2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte.
CEO of Compass Medical Group, Karen Gerzenstein said 
this practice is the third clinic she and her husband Marc 
Pearce have opened.
We established Compass about nine years ago, my husband 
and I own it, so it is a family business. 
“We came across this site last year, and unfortunately 
because of COVID we had to delay our start for obvious 
reasons, but now we are ready to go.”
Compass has two doctors starting from day one, Doctor 
Garath Cooze, who will be working six days a week, and 
Doctor Rainbow Fung, with two more doctors to be joining 
the team over the course of the next few months.
She said starting a new practice during a pandemic would 
not have been her first choice. 
“But it highlighted the importance of having a good family 
doctor that you can rely on, that you feel safe coming to and 
it has brought us all closer together, because we have had to 
ensure that we provide an environment that is really safe for 
our patients, so that has been a big focus of last year’s efforts. 
Karen said the existing allied health practitioners are still on 
site — dental, physio and pathology — and Compass is very 
keen to have a harmonious and collaborative relationship 
with them.
“I think they are very excited that we are lifting up the 
practice — we are putting lots of love into the place and we 
are really happy that we are here,” she said. 
The clinic is taking bookings for both face-to-face and 
TeleHealth appointments. 
“If patients are new to the practice, they need to have a 
face-to-face appointment before they have TeleHealth, that 
is a government requirement, with the exception of certain 
vulnerable groups, so for example if they are isolating and 
they need a TeleHealth, we can still do that for them, and 
we can still do things like referrals and e-prescriptions — we 
are well set up for virtual practice,” said Karen.
Compass is offering bulk billing for all GP consultations.  
“It ties in with our basic philosophy,that family medicine, 
we believe, should be easily accessible with as few 
boundaries and hurdles as possible.
“We want people to come to the doctor when they feel 

unwell and not worry about whether they can afford it.
 “What we find is a lot of the time when people pay privately 
is that they tend to put things off, especially if they don’t 
think they are very serious.
“What we have seen in family medicine is that the sooner 
you attend to a problem the better — and prevention is 
always better than the cure — you can often circumvent 
more serious issues before they become serious issues,” 
she said. 
GP, Gareth Cooze is very excited to start work, and he says 
the pandemic has made for a very interesting beginning.
“We are on the cusp of a new way of working, which is likely 
to continue into the future, hopefully it will, because there 
are a lot of benefits from TeleHealth.
“I think it is great, there is so much you can do remotely 
and it frees up space and time to deal with more complex 
issues face-to-face and provides more time for people in 
that way, so I think it is a good thing.”
Karen said that they are bringing the doctors in with an eye 
to continuity of care and longevity of our GPs.
“It is fundamental in general practice that as [patients] 
start to establish a relationship with a doctor they have 
confidence that person is going to be there in the long term.”
Patient records went with the previous doctors to the 
Goldfields, so Karen said they we will be starting fresh. 
“We can obtain any investigations directly from the source 
for a range of things, for example if there were blood tests 
or radiology or whatever we can certainly request those.
“We can also request patient records or summaries [from a 
patient’s former doctor], but most doctors like to start fresh, 
so they will ask their own questions, they will want to make 
their own decisions.” 
Karen and Marc have big plans for the property in the future, 
with plans to build a new clinic at the rear of the property. 
“We are just about to start the approval process with Council, 
we have been working very closely with an architect with 
great sensitivity to planning, being aware of honouring 
the local area, and hopefully we will put something up to 
Council that they will be really happy with,” said Karen.
“We are really looking forward to becoming an involved part 
of the community, we are here to service the community, 
and we will be working very, very hard to gain the 
community’s confidence and respect.”
Bookings can be made by phone 8844 0188, online 
warrandytemc.com.au or by the Warrandyte Medical 
Centre app.

A new direction in health care

Karen Gerzenstein in the clinic’s referbished waiting room Dr Gareth Cooze



Less visits, straighter smile

1 Milne St, Templestowe VIC 3106        (03) 9846 3811 

You can now get the straight teeth you’ve been
wanting with as little as 6 appointments to our
practice. Book online at lavrinortho.com.au.
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BY MARTINE CORBETT

For 51 years, Doncare has been supporting the vulnerable 
and disadvantaged members of the Manningham 
community, but like many other community service 
organisations, the not-for-profit faced a wide range of 
sustainability-related implications as the impacts of COVID 
emerged.  
Doncare’s business model has been predicated on 
volunteerism since its inception in 1969.  
In 2019, 444 active volunteers delivered an economic and 
social contribution estimated at $2,715,360. 
The decline in volunteering due to the pandemic has been 
substantial, with over 85 per cent of Doncare’s volunteers 
yet to return.  
“We were successful in securing funding through the 
Working for Victoria scheme which has allowed us to re-
open six of our seven op shops. 
“As restrictions eased, our ability to staff the stores was 
compromised due to the reduction in our volunteer 
workforce, but the government initiative afforded us the 
opportunity to recruit retail staff as well as employ a project 
officer who was chartered with building and launching our 
online op shop.  
“We were fortunate to secure funding to recruit a worker in 
our Emergency Relief program as well” said Doncare CEO, 
Gaby Thomson.  
Doncare is recruiting community visitors to support socially 
isolated seniors as well as provide volunteer supported 
recreational activities in the Social Support for Seniors 
program. 
The DAWN mentoring program is seeking women to 
support women recovering from family violence.  
Doncare’s op shops desperately need volunteers.  
If you have the capacity to volunteer, please visit   
www.doncare.org.au to apply online or call 9856 1500 for 
more information.
“The financial implications on our fundraising due to the 
temporary closure of the op shops and cessation of 2020’s 
fund-raising events and initiatives has been detrimental to 

our income streams,” said Gaby. 
Thanks to the support of Bendigo Bank’s Doncaster East and 
Templestowe Village bank branches and Bramleigh Estate, 
Doncare will present “Empowered Women, Empowering 
Women” in June with a stellar line-up including Jane Caro 
as key-note speaker.  
The charity luncheon will be held at Bramleigh Estate and is 
sure to emulate the success of the inaugural event in 2018, 
which raised significant funds.  
Doncare Patron and Australian of the Year, Dr Rosie Batty 
AO will attend as a special guest and comedian and TV 
personality Jo Stanely will host the event.  
Tickets will be on sale soon.
As the impacts of the pandemic continue to emerge over 
the coming months, Doncare continues to adapt service 
provision and provide continuity of care to maximise 
health, safety and wellbeing outcomes.  
You can support Doncare with a financial donation by 
visiting their website or contributing non-perishable food 
items to their community pantry which is located on Level 
1 at MC2. 
You can also shop online and instore at Doncare’s op shops.  
Your purchase will make an immediate difference to 
families doing it tough in Manningham.

Doncare supports community 
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BY STEPHANIE CARAGLANIS
FOR THE LAST six months, Eltham local, Joan Denison 
has been using her passion for art to spread joy throughout 
her community, creating Iso Chook paintings on old fence 
palings.
WD Bulletin previously featured Joan and her quirky 
cartoon-like chooks at the beginning of her Iso Chook 
journey in our September 2020 issue.
Since then, demand for her Iso Chooks has grown and 
her paling paintings are now proudly on display through 
Eltham and surrounding communities.
Joan’s love for illustration began when she studied fashion 
design at RMIT, and later had a long career working for 
fashion houses.
Joan now frequents groups such as the Nillumbik U3A, who 
usually gather and paint together weekly.
“I’ve always been painting and drawing,” she says.
Joan was saddened to see her neighbours’ spirits dampened 
during the trialling times of the pandemic, so to spread a bit 
of joy, she painted a small group of chickens for her garden, 
so onlookers could have a smile.
“We noticed that people were stopping and taking photos 
of them, and so we painted some more.
“We put a sign outside our house and people started helping 
themselves,” Joan told WD Bulletin.
Joan and her husband had set up a stall every Saturday 
to give away free chook palings to the community, which 
received a fantastic response from families, especially those 
with small children.
“The line was all the way down the hill!” says Joan.
Enthused about the chooks taking Eltham gardens by 
storm, Joan’s neighbours and community members offered 
her free fencing to continue her crazy chook journey and 
during one of the most testing times for Victorian’s in 
recent history, Joan’s chooks became a symbol of hope and 
community cohesiveness.
“In the one hour we were allowed out for exercise, my 
husband and I went around putting chooks in peoples’ 

letter boxes just to surprise them — like Father Christmas!” 
Joan laughs.
To date, Joan has painted over 1,000 Iso Chooks and 
with demand still out there, she is showing no sign of 
stopping and is now taking commissions from community 
organisations.
“I’ve given to lots of hospitals, nursing homes, and five 
schools.
“It’s been a very interesting journey I tell you — it takes a 
lot of work,” she says.
“I’ve slowed down a bit, since Christmas.
“People are a lot busier now, we’re not seeing many people 
walking past our house anymore,” she says.
In decades to come, many will look back on 2020 and only 
see crisis, but for residents of Eltham, they will remember 
hope, joy and a connected community, symbolised by 
Joan’s Iso Chooks.

If you would like to contact Joan for a 
commissioned piece, she can be contacted 
through Facebook Messenger. 
https://www.facebook.com/joan.denison.52

Chock-full of chooks
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DONCASTER COMMUNITY Care and Counselling Cente 
Inc. (Doncare) has been providing community support 
since 1969.
Providing support and enhancing the quality of life of people 
living in Manningham and surrounding communities.
A team of volunteers, supported by 300 staff, work 
together to support the community via services including: 
Information and emergency relief, counselling, family 
services, family violence prevention and recovery, social 
support for seniors, and six Op Shops.
Throughout February and March, Doncare is running a 
number of groups, details of some are provided below:

Group: Mindcalm — Guided Meditation and Mindfulness
When: Mondays throughout February (1, 8, 15, 22), 
7pm–8pm.
Where: Online — via Zoom.
Info: $40 for four sessions. Explore a range of mindfulness 
and meditation techniques during Doncare’s Mind Calm 
series. Mind Calm will be facilitated by group therapists 
and is suitable for those who are new to meditation and 
people who wish to explore or extend their current practice.

Group: Thriving for Parents
When: Fridays throughout March (5, 12, 19, 26),  
10am–11:30am.
Where: Online — via Zoom.
Info: $40 for four sessions. Let’s face it. Parenting is 
challenging. Would you benefit from some time out to focus 
on yourself? Facilitated by skilled therapists and counsellors 
and based on evidence based positive psychology.

Group: Thriving
When: Thursdays March 11–April 1 (11, 18, 25, 1),  
10am–11:30am.
Where: Online — via Zoom.
Info: $40 for four sessions. Doncare is providing a virtual 
space for people who would like to extend their personal 
development in a professionally supportive environment. 
“Thriving” will be facilitated by group therapists online over 
four sessions via Zoom. Participants will learn to build their 
inner resources and learn to be more present, resilient, 
and live with purpose. Facilitated by skilled therapists and 
counsellors.
To book your place on one of these groups,  
visit: doncare.org.au/news/events/

BY SUSAN FOREMAN
N I L LU M B I K  S H I R E  C o u n c i l  a n d 
Montsalvat are currently preparing for 
the Art in the Time of COVID-19 exhibition 
which will open on February 5.
In the depths of 2020, Nillumbik Shire 
Council called on the creative community 
to express its feelings through art, with 
Live Streaming in the Time of COVID-19, 
Writing in the Time of COVID-19, and Art 
in the Time of COVID-19.
The Art stream awarded a Local ($2,500) 
and Open ($5,000) category commission.
In total, across all three streams, there were 
356 applications to participate.
40 commissioned pieces will feature in the 
exhibition, which will run from February 
5 to April 5, 2021.
The exhibition will feature commissioned 
work in the Local category from Elisabeth 
Bromley-Kulugitago, Michelle Caithness, 
Clive Murray-White, Jonathan Crowther, 
Karena Goldfinch, Lana de Jager, Carl 
de Jager, Siri Hayes, Emmy Mavroidis, James McMurtrie, 
Angela Nagel, Mandy Ord, Camilla Tadich, Ronak Taher, 
Melisa Savickas, Tara Stubley, Jennifer Dellaportas, Peter 
Wegner, and Gali Weiss.
Open category works from Dale Collier, Jane Crappsley, 
Fan Dongwang, Minna Gilligan, Tyler Grace, Michelle 
Hamer, Spencer Harrison, Paul Kalemba, Robbie Karmel, 
Deb McFadzean, Anna McDermott, Valentina Palonen, 
Jenny Pollak, Zorica Purlija, Greer Townshend, Luigi Vescio, 

James Voller, Joel Zika, Liz Walker, 
and Yu Fang Chi.
The arts community, like many 
others, has been hit particularly 
hard by the pandemic.
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins 
said Council was proud to support 
the Shire’s vibrant arts community 
through such an important project.
“History has shown that adversity 
br ings  out  the  ver y  b est  in 
communities and this response 
from the arts community has been 
no different.
“The pandemic has touched us all 
in one way or another and these 
works are a reflection and reminder 
of life during 2020 and the struggles, 
challenges and uncertainties we all 
continue to face,” said Cr Perkins.
The works are a mixture of both 
reflective and experimental pieces, 

presented in a variety of mediums including painting, 
printmaking, photography, drawing, mixed media, 
sculpture, installation, textile and video.
Tickets are priced between $8 and $14, with discounts for 
families and group bookings.
Tickets are booked in sessions and are available through the 
Nillumbik Council website: nillumbik.vic.gov.au/covid-art
February’s Warrandyte Diary will feature detailed 
exhibition coverage and artist interviews.

What’s happening at Doncare

COVID art at Montsalvat

MAIN STREET 11am 
Michelle Caithness and Clive Murray-White 
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BY SANDI MILLER
WHILE REPORTS of platypus sightings are increasing in 
the Yarra River around Warrandyte, necessary action to 
protect the platypus is underway across Victoria, with the 
State Government listing the threatened monotreme as 
vulnerable in Victoria.
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change Lily 
D’Ambrosio will, in March, convene a state-wide forum of 
experts to help support existing platypus conservation work 
as well as identifying new opportunities.
A statement from the Minister said an initial cash injection 
of $250,000 will go towards restoration works at key habitat 
sites, while a further $50,000 will be used to develop a 
long-term action plan to ensure the future of the unique 
mammal.
“The platypus is one of our most loved species, known 
the world over as a symbol of Australia’s unique wildlife 
— that’s why we need to act quickly to address increasing 
pressure on its habitat and ensure the best outcome for this 
wonderful creature,” she said.
The Government’s Platypus Management Plan will guide 
longer term investment in research and monitoring, habitat 
protection and restoration and population augmentation 
including re-populating suitable rivers and creeks and 
enhancing genetic diversity through translocation.
In 2019, the Government announced a ban on opera house 
yabby nets and other closed freshwater crayfish traps to 
prevent accidental platypus drownings.
Many platypus populations in Victoria intersect with 
Melbourne’s peri-urban areas where population growth 
and urban sprawl has impacted on the waterways they rely 
on for habitat.
Prolonged drought in rural areas has also had an impact 
on their numbers across the country.
The Australian Platypus Conservancy (APC) have reported 
that more than 50 platypus have had items of litter removed 
from around their bodies during recent trapping surveys.
“It is estimated that at least half of these animals would 
have died or suffered serious injury if the item concerned — 
usually fishing line or plastic rings — had not been removed 
by APC biologists” they said in a statement.
However, they say the “lucky” finding of an entangled 
individual among the platypus captured during a planned 
survey is hugely different to setting out to catch a specific 
animal that has been spotted somewhere with litter 
around it.
“Trying to capture one specific platypus is a bit like trying 
to find the proverbial needle in a haystack.
“Although the APC has caught many hundreds of platypus 
during standard surveys, all its attempts to mount specific 
‘rescues’ have been to no avail.”
Therefore, they say the key issue is to reduce litter in our 

waterways in the first place.
Meanwhile the first complete map of a platypus genome has 
just been reported in Nature, and it highlights the special 
place this monotreme has in our landscape.
The international research paper, Platypus and echidna 
genomes reveal mammalian biology and evolution, says the 
genes reveal a blend of several vertebrate animal classes, 
including birds, reptiles, and mammals.
“The complete genome has provided us with the answers 
to how a few of the platypus’ bizarre features emerged,” 
explained evolutionary biologist Guojie Zhang from the 
University of Copenhagen.
“At the same time, decoding the genome for platypus is 
important for improving our understanding of how other 
mammals evolved — including us humans.”
It has shown the egg-laying mammal to have 10 sex 
chromosomes, which adds to its unique physiology, with 
venomous spurs, a coat of fluorescent fur, and skin that 
“sweats” milk.
Comparing this chromosome information to humans, 
opossums, Tasmanian devils, chickens, and lizard genomes, 
the authors found the platypus’s sex chromosomes have 
more in common with birds like chickens than mammals 
such as humans.
The platypus is a weird in-between, and its genome is a sort 
of bridge to our own evolutionary past.
“It informs us that milk production in all extant mammal 
species has been developed through the same set of genes 
derived from a common ancestor which lived more than 
170 million years ago — alongside the early dinosaurs in 
the Jurassic period,” Zhang says.

Work underway to help 
vulnerable platypus

Photo: DENISE ILLING

Platypus tangled in rubbish in Yarra River
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REAL TIME STRATEGY (RTS) games have always been 
popular, this goes double for historical RTS’.
With our finger firmly on the zeitgeist, as the United 
States pours troops into its nation’s capital to deter more 
violent uprising, Player One, Sam Brown, takes us back 
160 years to the American Civil War. 
The thing that strikes you about the latest PC wargame 
to focus on the perennially popular US Civil War, Grand 
Tactician, is its sheer scale and ambition.
It is the ultimate historical sandbox game, where nothing 
is pre-determined and everything is possible.
Confederate rebels or United States: you get to pick it all.
From the most strategic — how many armies to recruit 
or which theatre to reinforce — down to the colour of the 
trousers your soldiers will wear into battle and the names 
of their units.
And everything in between.

It is completely up to you, and when you combine its unique 
design, loving attention to detail, and quality inclusions, 
it adds up to probably the definitive US Civil War gaming 
experience for PC.
In early access on Steam, Grand Tactician: The Civil War 
(1861-1865) is something special.
For at its core, there are two real-time layers: a strategic 
game on a period map which drips atmosphere, and a 
tactical game where your strategic decisions are played out 
in excruciating detail on beautifully rendered, historically 
accurate battlefields.
The strategic level is a challenging game all by itself, 
where you play the leader of your country — marshalling 
resources, recruiting armies, assigning generals, and 
deciding grand strategy.
Assemble your armies, equip them and select an invasion 
route to snuff out the southern rebellion — or hurriedly pass 
Conscription Acts in Richmond, throw together an army, 
and try to defend your impossibly wide borders from the 
invading Yanks.
It is difficult, sometimes frustrating, but always utterly 
engrossing.
When opposing strategic decisions collide with the meeting 

PLAYER ONE

BY SAM BROWN

Refighting the US Civil War

Images courtesy 
Oliver Keppelmuller / Steam
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of two armies, the game shifts seamlessly down into a 
beautiful sepia map of the battlefield, complete with cursive 
script, where you get to command and wield your army 
against the enemy.
It is like someone folded out a period map in front of you, 
and on this you get to push your divisions and brigades 
around the topographical depictions of rough bush tracks 
and flowing streams.
Scroll down further and the map transitions into green and 
brown rolling countryside where you can watch long lines 
of your virtual soldiers struggling in the dust and hot sun, or 
teams of artillery horses careening along dirt tracks pulling 
canons in their wake.
When the enemy is sighted, it is up to you to deploy your 
lines and place your canons.
The job is made harder by the rolling clouds of white smoke 
from volleys that drift across the battlefield.
This is where your strategic decisions now come home to 
roost.
If you have been careless in assigning the right personalities 
to command your units, equipping your men or giving them 
enough forces, you will have a bad day.
But if you have decided wisely, then you might survive — 
and even win.
But the AI is brutal and will punish poor decisions and take 
advantage of bad deployments.
Nothing is certain.

Quality inclusions from Grand Tactician’s veteran war 
gamer developer and publisher, Oliver Keppelmuller, 
enhance the experience and add to its atmosphere.
Loading screens feature Civil War re-enactments in the 
background from Lion Heart Filmworks; famous Civil War 
Generals sit stiffly to attention in carefully rendered, brass-
edged portraits; and the soundscape—from 19th century 
Civil War era music to booming canons, elevates this game 
to a wonderful symphony.
So if you are a US Civil War buff, PC gamer looking for an 
engrossing challenge, or even just interested in history, 
don the blue or grey, and take your chances with Grand 
Tactician.
The battlefield awaits!

ABOUT SAM

Sam Brown is a Warrandyte writer with journalism, military 
and Commonwealth agency experience.
He loves history and has been playing computer simulations 
for more than 20 years, with a particular fondness for high-
fidelity PC military simulations and wargames, where he 
tries to apply his real-world military experience.
Sadly, this is frequently unsuccessful in the virtual world, for 
he has been outfoxed by cunning missile battery operators 
and had to take to the parachute more times than he cares 
to recall.
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YOU MIGHT HAVE noticed that I write a lot about computer 
security and invariably when I talk about security I also talk 
about MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication).
In this article I am going to show you what MFA is and how 
you can use it to protect your own digital identity; but first 
I want to preface this advice with an observation.
It seems to me that I hear about a new data breach either 
within our own customer base or from industry peers about 
once a week, and whenever I take a look under the hood 
I find that in almost every single case, if MFA had been in 
use that breach would not have occurred.
Although MFA is not a cure-all, it is extremely effective 
at preventing unauthorised access to your data so why 
wouldn’t you use it?
Multi-Factor Authentication is really just an additional layer 
in the process of identifying someone, a bit like having two 
different keys to unlock your front door.
Before MFA was common, computer users would identify 
themselves with a username and a password and often the 
username was (and still is) automatically entered, so all the 
operator has to do is type their password.
In this context, a username and password are two bits of 
information that a computer operator knows.
MFA adds a third bit of information but this time it is 
information that the operator has.
Early incarnations of MFA used a battery powered device 
called a token, which displayed a six-digit number that 
changed every 60 seconds.
While the number appears random and unpredictable, that 
is not quite true.
The six-digit number is generated using a random 
number seed, a highly accurate real-time clock and a very 
complicated maths formula; the computer on the other 
end that you are identifying yourself to also knows about 
this random number seed and is capable of generating 

the same six-digit number as your MFA token at the same 
moment in time.
If it sounds complicated, that is because it is, but it all boils 
down to this — it is extraordinarily difficult for anyone or 
any computer to guess the correct six-digit code other than 
the computer you are trying to authenticate with — and 
this is what makes MFA so powerful and such a useful 
security tool.
The days of carrying around a hardware token for MFA have 
all but disappeared but the methods they employed are still 
more or less exactly the same today.
Instead of reading a six-digit code from a hardware token, 
you get it from an app installed on your smartphone.
Or you have it sent to you in a text message, some systems 
even allow you to have a computer call you on a landline 
or mobile and read out the MFA code.
When an account is protected by MFA, it is protected by 
information that you simultaneously know (your password) 
and information that you have (your MFA code).
You can use MFA for all sorts of things like online banking, 
email services and just about anything else that requires a 
username and password.
Although it is slowly changing, MFA is still not mandatory 
for most online services.
However, the bulk of these service do have an MFA option 
and I strongly encourage you to set it up for all of your 
online services.
Setup is usually very quick and easy, in most cases it takes 
only a few minutes, it costs you nothing and gives you the 
confidence that your accounts are well protected.
If you have any burning IT questions you would like to 
see answered in this column, send me an email via the 
WD Bulletin editor bulletin@warrandytediary.com.au

ABOUT ADAM

Adam has lived in Warrandyte for seven years and founded 
his company in 2005.
Australia Wide I.T. specialises in providing I.T. support and 
security services for businesses all over Australia.
For help and support phone 1300 350 509.

DOT COM

BY ADAM GOUDGE

Staying secure online
So what is Multi-Factor Authentication anyway?
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BY JAMES POYNER
WARRANDYTE’S celebrated community running event, 
Run Warrandyte, is toeing the line for a celebration of sport, 
health, and community as the event committee makes final 
preparations for its 10th anniversary run.
Preparation for this event is a year-long process and the 
uncertainty of Coronavirus restrictions has made planning 
for 2021 trickier than usual, but the Run Warrandyte 
Committee has sculpted an event to allow walkers, joggers 
and runners, of all abilities, to celebrate Warrandyte’s bush 
setting and the spirit of community in a COVID-Safe way.
Run Warrandyte committee representative, Michelle Bean, 
spoke to WD Bulletin about the challenges and changes to 
this year’s event.
“COVID created a challenge to our committee this year, 
as we had to come up with an event that would fit in 
with restrictions and also be flexible and adjustable to 
any potential lockdowns we might be back in on the 
February 28.
“We feel we have created something that fits those 
requirements,” she said.
Currently set to occur on Sunday, February 28, the event 
will be capped at 500 participants with an option to switch 
to a 30-day virtual option if Melbourne or Victoria is forced 
into another lockdown.
Michelle also notes a number of other, significant changes 
which will ensure this year’s event remains COVID-Safe:

• No on the day registrations.
• Separate start and finish lines.
• Staggered start times (every 15 minutes).
• No event village
• No spectators

COVID-Safe measures such as hand sanitising stations, 
COVID Marshalls and face masks will also be a feature of 
the 2021 event, but Michelle says this will not take away 
from the fun of the day.
“We still plan to create a fun, community event, where our 
runners can run their favourite distances and receive their 
free 10-year celebration medal and backpack.
“We will also have spot prizes and goodies provided by 
some great local businesses and as always appreciate our 
sponsors: Charlie Bins, Warrandyte Ringwood Osteo’s, 
IGA, Harding Swift Caravan Services, The Grand Hotel and 
Project Clothing.
“We are excited to also announce a new 21km event and 
interest in this has been strong.
“This is alongside the regular 2.2km, 5km, 10km and 15km 
distances,” she said.

Staying hydrated and COVID-Safe
One of the biggest challenges for event organisers, and 
event caterers is how to provide food and drink in a 
convenient but COVID-Safe way.
Staying hydrated while exercising is important, and with 
high temperatures a distinct possibility for February 28, 
ensuring participants have access to water is vital.
The simplest method is to provide disposable, sealed 

containers, like bottled water, but this adds unnecessary 
waste to the environment and goes against Run Warrandyte’s 
mission to be as eco-friendly as possible.
Michelle told WD Bulletin Run Warrandyte has secured a 
partnership deal with a Victorian based company, who will 
provide water in containers made from plants.
“We are excited to announce our event partnership with 
the eco-friendly company Just Water.
“Just Water takes Spring Water that is sourced from Mt 
Warranheip in Ballarat, Victoria and packages it in plant 
based, eco-friendly cartons, made by Tetra Pak.
“The packaging materials and processes result in 75 per 
cent less harmful emissions, primarily C02, compared to a 
standard PET plastic bottle.
“The design of the carton was created to remain flat until it 
is filled with water, meaning Tetra Pak use only one truck 
to transport the cartons, compared to the same number of 
plastic bottles needing 13 trucks.
“Just Water and Tetra Pak will be providing water on course 
and at the finish line in 2021 to keep our event COVID-Safe 
for our runners.
“Being an eco-friendly event is super important to us and 
with this in mind, we feel Just Water and Run Warrandyte 
are a great fit,” she said.

Running into 2021

Photo courtesy of  
www.primaryfocus.net.au 
©2020 Primary Focus
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